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editorial |

Is Jennifer Lopez a diva?
Depends who you talk to and
what you read. 
Check out her concert rider 

(a list of requirements) at
thesmokinggun.com and you’ll
be stunned by what J.Lo requests
before she sets foot in a venue 
— everything in the dressing
room should be white, from 
the couches to the tables to 
the drapes, the apple pie should
be à la mode, the green grapes
should be seedless and the 
candles should come from 
the pricey French fragrance
company Diptyque.

But talk to any of her co-workers and they’ll tell you the opposite
— that she’s a hard-working, business-minded professional devoid
of attitude. Take, for instance, Richard Gere who chimes in for our
Jennifer Lopez story with: “She’s about as far away from being a diva
as you can get.” But, honestly, what else is he going to say?

My favourite J.Lo anecdote comes from our very own deputy 
editor Ingrid Randoja who has interviewed Lopez three times and
says each time the actor was completely friendly, attentive and 
personable. But it was the last time Ingrid interviewed J.Lo — a
round table for Enough (where a handful journalists interview the
subject at once) — that Lopez mystified everyone with a startling
display of perception. As Ingrid tells it, Lopez walked into the
room, picked out a journalist whom she hadn’t seen since the 
junket for her last movie, and said, “Hey, you shaved off your
beard.” The stunned writer responded, “Some of my own friends
and family haven’t even noticed.”

What does it mean? Probably nothing besides the fact that J.Lo
notices the little things, even when it comes to the little people. But
that’s something, isn’t it? For “The Next Step,” page 32, Lopez tells
us about her new movie Shall We Dance?, the battle against being a
recluse, and how she deals with the persona the public has created
for her. 

Two other very big stars — Penélope Cruz and Charlize Theron —
agreed to do the rather small movie Head in the Clouds, in Montreal,
for a Canadian production company. Why? And what did they think
of La Belle Province? Find out in “Montreal is for Lovers,” page 20.

And, finally, we talk to impish actor Paul Bettany who gets his first
shot at romantic-lead status with this month’s athletes-in-love flick
Wimbledon. Bettany’s one of those rare finds in the celebrity realm,
a guy who doesn’t censor everything he says to the point of making
it unbearably boring, and who even admits he finds playing tennis
— the very subject of his latest movie — “mindnumbingly dull.”
Turn to “Court Date,” page 28, to read more frank observations
from one of Britain’s most intriguing recent exports.

—Marni Weisz
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PITT FLICK NOT CUT
My friend and I couldn’t wait to see
Troy with the infamous Brad Pitt at
Silver City in Edmonton. We were
both very disappointed because it
was obvious that the film had been
cut — shortened by about a half-hour
by my (and Oprah’s) calculation.
Oprah had mentioned, during her
show which highlighted Brad Pitt
and the movie, that the movie was
long at nearly three hours. Well I can
tell you the movie that I saw was no
three hours long! We were wondering
if certain steamy love scenes had
been cut to accommodate a different
crowd (parental guidance) to bring
in more money? And if so, who the
heck makes these decisions?

MARLENE HARRISON —
EDMONTON, ALTA.

We’ve spoken to official types over at
Warner Brothers and they insist there is
only the one version of Troy. We’re 
guessing Oprah overestimated the film’s
length by about 15 minutes — the official
length is reported to be two hours and 45
minutes, but that includes the credits,
which you might have skipped. While
there are some occasions where different
versions of a film exist, usually these
involve smaller films, not blockbusters.
For instance, there was a shorter version
of Denys Arcand’s The Barbarian
Invasions cut together for the Cannes
Film Festival, in which most of the
Canadian references were removed since
an international audience wouldn’t get
them. But as for Brad getting nasty? You
saw all there was to see.

GOSSIP SEEKER
Whenever possible I pick up this
magazine and read it front cover to
back cover. I like the articles, but
never have I seen any remarks about
two of my favourite actors. The
actors, David Boreanaz and Adrian
Paul, have both got movies coming
out this year. Can I please see you
mention their artistic talents? It
would please me no end to get a 
little gossip on these gentlemen.

PEGGY MCKENZIE —
MONTREAL, QUE.

Gossip on David “Angel” Boreanaz and
Adrian “Highlander” Paul, eh? Well,
Boreanaz’s wife Jamie Bergman is a busty,
blond Playboy model — January 1999’s
Playmate of the Month, in fact, as well as
the 45th Anniversary Playmate. 

As for Paul, on his official website
(www.adrianpaul.net) you can buy scads
of Adrian Paul items, including a bath
towel woven with his image ($43 U.S.),
and a mouse pad emblazoned with his
face ($14). 

ADDRESS THEM TO:
Letters to the Editor, Famous magazine,

102 Atlantic Ave., Suite 100, Toronto,
Ontario, M6K 1X9

or fax us at 416.539.8511; or drop us an email at
editor@fpmedia.ca. 

Letters may be edited for length and clarity.
Please include your full name, city of residence

and contact info (phone or email).

FAMOUS WELCOMES
YOUR COMMENTS

It’s no quickie for Troy’s 
Rose Byrne and Brad Pitt
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snaps |

CAUGHT ON FILM
T H E  S TA R S  W O R K ,  P L AY  A N D  P R O M O T E  T H E I R  F I L M S

Of all the breathtaking shots of Natalie
Portman taken while promoting her movie
Garden State last month, we liked this one
the best. Here the 23-year-old actor signs
an autograph after emerging from a taping
of Late Night with David Letterman at 
New York’s Ed Sullivan Theater.

Geez, isn’t it a bit beneath Angelina Jolie
and Colin Farrell to have to dress up in

costume and stand on a London street 
corner to promote their upcoming movie
Alexander? Actually, those are wax statues
of Jolie and Farrell in front of Madame
Tussaud’s wax museum. The lifelike effigies
were also positioned in front of a mailbox
and behind a group of kids brandishing
shields and swords. 
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Whatcha get? Whatcha get? Little
Black Book star Brittany Murphy

smiles for the camera as she emerges
from a Beverly Hills boutique where
she’d spent nearly two hours checking
out perfume, clothes and jewellery. 

Aw, say it ain’t so Adrien. Why
did you have to turn out to be one of
those celebrities who drives around
L.A. in a Hummer? We really liked you
before, but now we’re not so sure. The
star of the M. Night Shyamalan pic 
The Village gets his Hum-V cleaned at
a Melrose carwash. P
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He writes, he directs, he acts,
he speaks out against political
injustice and he plays hockey? 
Tim Robbins, you’re Famous maga-
zine’s hero of the month! It was a
lovely sunny day in New York City’s
Greenwich Village when Robbins
strapped on the kneepads and some
blades and enjoyed a game of roller
hockey with a bunch of kids. 

Ugh. Enough with actors who
think they can sing already. Oh,

wait, Will Smith was a successful
rapper before he was an actor.
Well then that’s okay. The impres-
sively pumped Smith performed for
a crowd in Amsterdam where he
was promoting I, Robot. 
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Who says Canadians are reserved? Sure, we may be the
type of people who’ll bump into a lamppost and say
“Excuse me,” but when it comes to butt-kicking the

big screen’s most unholy creatures, we rock. 
Specifically, it’s our female actors who show a flare for 

monster-bashing — think Gingersnap’s werewolf-baiting babes
Katharine Isabelle and Emily Perkins, Dawn of the Dead’s 
zombie slugger Sarah Polley and now Resident Evil:
Apocalypse’s Sandrine Holt.

Holt, who grew up in Toronto and made an auspicious movie
debut as a 17-year-old in the 1991 Genie-winning Black Robe,
plays reporter Terri Morales in the sequel to the popular 2002
horror flick. 

Set in Raccoon City, which looks an awful lot like Toronto
(where most of it was filmed), the movie picks up where
Resident Evil left off, with hard-as-nails Alice (Milla Jovovich)
leading a group of survivors out of the ruins of the Umbrella
Corporation’s underground laboratories. Alice unwittingly
released a deadly virus during her heroic battles with the Corp’s
genetically altered monsters, and now the citizens of Raccoon
City are mutating into oozing thingies.  

“The first one was good, but this is infinitely better,” says
Holt on the line from her L.A. home. “If you think about the
first film, it was shot in one space, we’re all over the place in
this film. The action in this movie is phenomenal and Milla is
so kick-ass, she really is! I believe she could save the world,
well, her and Angelina Jolie could save the world [laughs].”

The 31-year-old Holt says Jovovich’s balls-to-the-wall 
performance inspired her.

“Milla is really great, she’s kind of wacky and really funny.
Sometimes I feel a little fragile, physically, like, ‘Oh wow, I 
better not trip over that, I might break something,’ but Milla is
tough. You see her doing her fight scenes, or walking around
practicing her stuff, and you think, ‘Oh my God!’”

Resident Evil: Apocalypse is Holt’s 15th film. The daughter
of a Chinese father and French mother, Holt began her profes-
sional career as a 13-year-old model. By the time she turned
17, her beauty and quiet reserve brought her to the attention
of director Bruce Beresford, who cast her as a young native
woman in Black Robe. Her performance earned her a
Supporting Actress Genie nomination.

“I had no aspirations to be an actor when I did Black Robe,”
says Holt. “I was really, really shy and I just thought there was
no way I could act because actors are outgoing and gregarious.
So, I did my part and went back to high school.” 

But, ultimately, school wasn’t for the restless Holt, and she
left the University of Toronto after only five months to continue
to act in films such as Rapa Nui, Dance Me Outside, Ballistic:
Ecks vs. Sever, and on TV in the series Once a Thief.

For someone who was never sure she wanted to be an actor,
Holt has carved out a respectable 13-year career. 

“Well, my acting teacher explains acting this way — you’re just
an instrument for the creative things meant to come out. It’s
something higher than yourself. It’s like your instrument has to be
open to receive creative things to pass through you. I’m not sure
we are really responsible for what comes through us.” —IR

shorts |
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The
INCREDIBLEHOLT

“I had no aspirations
to be an actor when I
did Black Robe,”
says Holt. “I was
really, really shy...
actors are outgoing
and gregarious.”
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If you watch enough movies you know that a ringing telephone
can only mean one thing — trouble. 
In this month’s thriller Cellular, Kim Basinger plays a 

kidnapping victim whose random call for help from an old,
broken, rotary phone is answered by a regular joe (Chris
Evans ) on a cellphone. 

If you go way back to cinema’s early days you’ll see
how the phone was often an ominous prop. Like cinema

itself, the telephone was 
considered new technology
in the early 20th-century,
and its use was mostly
limited to emergencies or
urgent news. The movies loved
their dramatic appeal — cut to the
ingénue in a silent movie desperately
cranking the phone to get help with
Snidely Whiplash at her door, or the
Keystone Cops calling for help in the
middle of a comedic riot.  

By the 1940s the phone had
become a staple of film noir flicks in
which gumshoes played by the likes 

of Humphrey Bogart and Alan Ladd were
answering menacing, mysterious calls and,

if they weren’t careful, getting hit over the
head with them (ouch, an average phone at

that time weighed 10 pounds). The image of the
phone as a weapon and harbinger of evil was
cemented in Alfred Hitchcock’s Dial M for

Murder, in which Grace Kelly is nearly strangled by
a killer while talking on the phone.

Hollywood’s fascination with telephones
diminished as they became a common
household object. But the arrival of cell-

phones brings us right back to square one,
where this new technology is once again being

used in fight or flight situations. From X-Files heroes
Scully and Mulder constantly calling one another for

help, the Matrix gang whipping out their cellphones to get 
out of Agent Smith jams,

or Chris Evans picking
up Kim Basinger’s des-
perate appeal, cells are
Hollywood’s new little
bundle of trouble —
except for the fact that
no one goes around 
hitting people over the
head with them. —IR

Hey Mountain Man, what have you
done with Ewan McGregor? Where’s

our cute, shiny little star of Big Fish and
Moulin Rouge!? 

What you see here are the effects of
four months and 20,000 miles of 
motorcycle road trip scratched across the
33-year-old Scottish actor’s face and

matted in his greasy hair. 
This picture was taken on the day

McGregor, along with friend and travel
partner Charley Boorman (son of
Deliverance director John Boorman),
rolled into New York’s Battery Park, the
last stop on the journey they’re turning
into Long Way Round, a six-part series
that will launch on Bravo in the U.S. at
the end of October. Bravo’s Canadian
counterpart is hoping to run it next year,
but if you can’t wait, a book recounting
the trip will be out this fall.

If you’ve seen any of Michael Palin’s
brilliant travel series, Around the World in
80 Days or Pole to Pole, you have an idea
of the documentary’s format — just
think a bit edgier, with more leather and,
we’re guessing, groupies. Some of the
trip’s more exotic stops were Kazakhstan,
Mongolia, Siberia, Alaska and Toronto —
okay, maybe that wasn’t one of the most
exotic.

You’ll find tons of great info, including
video clips and a diary, on the show’s 
official website, www.longwayround.com. 

—MW

Don’t answer it

EWAN ROUGE! Chris Evans in Cellular

Kim Basinger in Cellular
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the | big | picture |

now in theatres

S E P T E M B E R  3

PAPARAZZI
WHO’S IN IT? Tom Sizemore, Cole Hauser
WHO DIRECTED? Paul Abascal (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Hollywood celebs
hounded by the media must be bouncing
on their beds saying “Oooh, how many
more sleeps until Paparazzi opens?” The
revenge flick focuses on a movie star
(Hauser) who plots to eliminate the
marauding clan of paparazzi who’ve ruined
his career and endangered his family. 

S E P T E M B E R  1 0  

CELLULAR 
WHO’S IN IT? Kim Basinger, Chris Evans 
WHO DIRECTED? David R. Ellis (Final
Destination 2)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? A young man (Evans)
gets a call on his cellphone from a
woman (Basinger) who says she’s been
kidnapped but doesn’t know her location. 

S E P T E M B E R  1 7  

GHOST IN THE SHELL 2:
INNOCENCE
WHO DIRECTED? Mamoru Oshii (Ghost in
the Shell)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? This sequel to the

beloved 1995 Japanese anime film is
set in the year 2032, a future that finds
human souls housed in cyborg bodies
and co-existing with robots and androids.
When a number of android sex dolls turn
violent, a lonely cyborg police detective
is called in to investigate. 

HEAD IN THE CLOUDS
WHO’S IN IT? Charlize Theron, Penélope Cruz
WHO DIRECTED? John Duigan (Sirens)

WHAT’S IT ABOUT? A photographer
(Theron), a Spanish Civil War fighter
(Cruz) and a schoolteacher (Stuart
Townsend) share an apartment in Paris
in the days leading up to the Second
World War. Their Three’s Company
arrangement gets a wee bit more 
complicated when they start falling in
love with one another. See interviews
with Charlize Theron and Penélope Cruz, 
page 20.

WICKER PARK
WHO’S IN IT? Josh Hartnett, Diane Kruger 
WHO DIRECTED? Paul McGuigan 
(Gangster No. 1)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? This Hollywood
remake of the 1996 French thriller
L’Appartement stars Hartnett as an
investment banker who catches a passing
glimpse of his long-lost soul mate
(Kruger) and sets off on an obsessive
search to find her.

• HITS THEATRES SEPTEMBER 3

Chase down Paparazzi, explore Wicker Park and don’t forget The Forgotten

RESIDENT EVIL:
APOCALYPSE
WHO’S IN IT? Milla Jovovich, 
Sandrine Holt
WHO DIRECTED? Alexander Witt (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? You think Lara Croft
kicks ass? Ha! She’s Laura Ingalls com-
pared to Alice (Jovovich), the mean, lean,
genetically enhanced fighting machine
who leads a group of survivors through
zombie-infested Raccoon City in this 
follow-up to the 2002 horror pic Resident
Evil. See interview with Sandrine Holt,
page 14.

• HITS THEATRES SEPTEMBER 10
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WIMBLEDON
WHO’S IN IT? Paul Bettany, Kirsten Dunst
WHO DIRECTED? Richard Loncraine
(Richard III)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? At one time Hugh
Grant and Cameron Diaz were attached
to this romantic drama about a veteran
British tennis player (Bettany) who has a
chance to win Wimbledon, if only he
wasn’t so distracted by a bratty
American star (Dunst). See Paul Bettany
interview, page 28.

S E P T E M B E R  2 4

THE FORGOTTEN
WHO’S IN IT? Julianne Moore, 
Gary Sinise
WHO DIRECTED? Joseph Ruben (Gorp)

WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Moore stars in this
atmospheric thriller as a woman whose
son disappears after an airplane crash.
She seeks the help of a psychiatrist
(Sinise), who tells her she never had a
son, he was only a figment of her imagi-
nation. Things get even weirder when
she meets a man (Dominic West) who
was told his missing child was also
imaginary. 

SHAUN OF THE DEAD
WHO’S IN IT? Simon Pegg, Nick Frost
WHO DIRECTED? Edgar Wright (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? This bloody, silly 
rom-zom-com (romance-zombie-comedy)
finds the yobbish Shaun (Pegg) and his
pals fighting zombie hordes that have
overrun Britain.

Some films play only in major markets.  All release dates subject to change.

CHECK WWW.FAMOUSPLAYERS.COM FOR SHOWTIMES AND LOCATIONS

SKY CAPTAIN AND THE
WORLD OF TOMORROW

WHO’S IN IT? Jude Law, Gwyneth Paltrow
WHO DIRECTED? Kerry Conran (debut)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? This highly anticipated
CGI extravaganza — no sets, locations or
props, everything except the actors is
computer generated — finally arrives on
the big screen after perfectionist newbie
director Conran finished his tweaking 
(the movie was supposed to come out 
this past June). Paltrow plays a 1930s
reporter who discovers the world’s 
scientists are disappearing, and calls on
swashbuckling hero Law to help save 
the day. 

• HITS THEATRES SEPTEMBER 17

MR. 3000
WHO’S IN IT? Bernie Mac,
Angela Bassett
WHO DIRECTED? Charles 
Stone III (Drumline)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? Baseball
great Stan Ross (Mac) retired
after achieving 3,000 hits.
But seven years later three of
his hits are disqualified,

thereby sending the out-of-shape superstar back to the ballpark in search of the 
elusive record. Bassett pops up as a sports reporter following the story. 

• HITS THEATRES SEPTEMBER 24

A DIRTY SHAME
WHO’S IN IT? Tracey Ullman, Chris Isaak
WHO DIRECTED? John Waters (Pecker)
WHAT’S IT ABOUT? From the wonderfully
demented mind of John Waters comes
the story of a woman (Ullman) who is
knocked out, and when she regains con-
sciousness realizes she is perpetually
turned on. Her hubbie (Isaak) is initially
thrilled, only to realize he can’t keep
her satisfied.

• HITS THEATRES SEPTEMBER 24



For an indie period piece shot in
Quebec on a humble $26-million
budget, Head in the Clouds attracted

some surprising star power. 
Filmed on four cobblestone streets in 

Old Montreal from March to May 2003,
the movie, which hits theatres this
month, stars Penélope Cruz, Charlize
Theron and Theron’s real-life love
Stuart Townsend as a complicated trio
of friends/lovers in World War Two-era
Europe.

But maybe it’s not so surprising that
Theron and Cruz would be attracted to
this project — both have had some of
their biggest successes with smaller
movies. As Cruz’s fame has blossomed
she has continued to alternate between
Hollywood blockbusters and smaller

films from her native Spain, and
Theron won an Oscar for her role in
the independent, based-on-a-true-story
Monster.

The prospect of shooting in Montreal
didn’t hurt their decisions either.

“When I get paid to hang out and act
alongside my boyfriend in Montreal —
probably the most beautiful and
romantic city in North America — to
make a wonderful movie like Head in
the Clouds, I thank my lucky stars for
being able to live such a charmed life,”
29-year-old Theron says during an
interview in New York City. Theron
plays Gilda, the philandering daughter
of a French-diplomat father and an
American mother, who begins the
movie living in England where she

seduces Irish university student Guy
(Townsend). Later on, Gilda movies to
Paris where she lives with Mia (Cruz)
who becomes just one of her many
lovers.

“A lot of actors hate doing location
work,” Theron says, continuing her
train of thought about shooting in
Montreal. “They don’t like the idea of
going places where they don’t under-
stand the language or they’re not 
familiar with a certain type of weather.
But I don’t think any actor would 
complain after spending time in
Montreal. There’s a tremendous energy
and love throughout the whole city.
Even though we were working, I felt
more like I was on a vacation…. It’s not
your typical Canadian town or North
American city. Actually, it’s the most
European city, outside of Europe, I
have ever spent time in.”

In fact, the “Old World” look of Old
Montreal so closely resembled Paris,
Madrid and London during the 1930s,
that writer/director John Duigan
(Sirens) found it unnecessary to go to
Europe other than for a few pickup
shots.

“As a filmmaker, it’s so incredible to
do a movie in Montreal because the
architecture is so diverse and unique.
You can walk just a few blocks and feel
like you’ve strolled through the streets
of several different countries,” Duigan
remarks over the phone from New York
City where he’s doing post-production
work on the movie. 

“What’s even better is that city offi-
cials and locals welcome moviemakers

Montreal

Lovers
Charlize Theron and Penélope Cruz
fell in love with Montreal — as
their characters fell in love with
each other — while they filmed
Head in the Clouds there last year
I BY EARL DITTMAN
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Old World Charm: Montreal becomes Paris for Head in the Clouds

Head in the Clouds’ lipstick lovers 
Charlize Theron (left) and Penélope Cruz

interview |

is for





to Montreal with open arms, and that
makes filming much easier on the cast
and crew. It feels nice to be wanted,” he
says, and then adds, “and the govern-
ment has made it so economically
advantageous to make a film like 
Head in the Clouds in Montreal, you can
afford a top-notch cast of actors like
Charlize, Penélope and Stuart.”

Once in Montreal, Duigan realized
another benefit to shooting there was
the food. “I don’t think I stopped eating
the whole time I was there,” he says. “It
was heaven.”

Initially, however, the thought of
good food was hell for Theron. During
the early days of rehearsals, the actor
stayed as far away from Montreal 
eateries as possible. She had to be 
convincing as a seductive femme fatale
just weeks after filming had wrapped on
Monster, a film for which she’d gained
30 pounds to play serial killer Aileen
Wuornos. 

“I finally have learned how to starve
myself thanks to this movie,” Theron
says with a laugh. “I had 10 days between
the time I finished Monster and had to
report for Head in the Clouds. To lose the
weight, I went on a strict diet and exer-
cised a whole lot. Luckily, we had a
three-week rehearsal period before we
actually started shooting. So by the time
the cameras started rolling I looked sexy.
At least that’s what Stuart said. 

“But I definitely made up for having
to starve myself. By the time we were
finishing up, Stuart and I hit the streets
of Montreal and went to every different

kind of restaurant we could find. I
never had so many romantic dinners in
my life, I felt like I was on a reality show
or something. Of course, then I get all
these nominations for Monster and have
to look like a goddess in all these
designer gowns. So it was exercise time
for Charlize again. Sometimes I would
watch Penélope eat a lot and not gain a
pound. I really need those girl’s genes.”

Having spent quite a bit of time in
Montreal herself (she also shot last
year’s Gothika there), the French-
speaking Cruz was most impressed by
the control the city seems to have over
visiting tabloid reporters and paparazzi.

“Everyone you meet is always very
respectful and friendly,” Cruz told me
in an interview last December, “and if it

looks like a member of the paparazzi is
bothering you, [Montrealers] will offer
you help to get them to leave you alone.
That doesn’t happen in many places.
You aren’t treated like a commodity or
freak by people in Montreal.

“I don’t know if the movie would
have been as compelling if we would
have shot anywhere else,” she continues.
“There was such a good feeling about
being in Montreal, it balanced out the
sadness of the film.”

It’s a sadness that comes from the fact
that the film’s three main characters are
continually being torn apart by circum-
stance (at first the Spanish Civil War
and then World War Two), political
allegiances and romantic dalliances. 

“This is a love story unlike any one I
had read before, and I liked it because
it didn’t make any judgments about
love,” explains Cruz. “My character just
so happens to be in love with Charlize’s
character, but the movie’s not really
about that. It’s just a part of her per-
sonality, because Mia basically wants to
go back and help fight the Spanish War,
because she lost her brother in the war. 

“She has very strong ideas,” Cruz 
continues, “and she happens to be in
love with a woman instead of a man.
The movie makes a very strong state-
ment about the true meaning of love.
Even though it is set in Europe, 60, 70
years ago, the love between these three
people could happen anywhere. You
just have to have an open mind and
enjoy your life.”

Earl Dittman is a freelance entertainment
writer based in Houston, Texas.
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Stuart Townsend soaks with real-life love
Theron in Head in the Clouds

“There was such a good feeling about
being in Montreal, it balanced out the

sadness of the film,” says Cruz
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Townsend and Theron
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Paul Bettany has it all. He’s drinking
buddies with Russell Crowe, his
co-star in two acclaimed films

including last year’s Master and
Commander: The Far Side of the World. 
He’s married to Jennifer Connelly, an
Oscar-winning hottie and the mother of
his infant son. And he’s one of the
handful of handsome and talented
young actors leading the new British
invasion of Tinseltown. But chances are
you only have a vague idea of who he is.

Well, that’s to be forgiven. After all,
the name Paul Bettany doesn’t roll off
the tongue as easily as Jude Law, say, or
Orlando Bloom. Nor does his face have
the same magazine-friendly airbrushed
appeal. All of which is just fine by
Bettany. “While it seems like my whole
life has become one long interview,
right now the only question being asked
is ‘What’s Russell Crowe really like?’” he
says. “At least for the moment.”

But in all likelihood that moment is
now over. This month the 33-year-old
steps firmly into Hugh Grant territory —

and cuddles up with Spider-Man’s
squeeze Kirsten Dunst — when he serves
up his first romantic comedy, Wimbledon. 

Bettany plays Peter Colt, a once-
promising tennis pro now on his last
legs. He’s fallen from 11th in the world
rankings to 157th and is on the verge of
retiring to a cushy job teaching uppity
country club socialites how to serve-and-
volley when — in true Rocky fashion —
he miraculously qualifies for the most
prestigious tournament in tennis, the All
England Lawn Tennis Championships
held on the grass courts of Wimbledon.

Colt immediately becomes the home-
town favourite and has just two weeks to
avoid a love match on the court while
finding a love match off the court in
the form of Dunst’s Lizzie Bradbury,
the rising bad girl of professional 
tennis. Complicating matters are Colt’s
opportunistic agent (Swingers favourite
Jon Favreau, who crawls out of the
woodwork when his once-prized client
starts winning again), and Lizzie’s over-
bearing father (Jurassic Park’s Sam

Neill), who wants to win even more
than his daughter. And expect several
notable cameos from the tennis world,
including bad-boy-pro-turned-commen-
tator John McEnroe, in this film which
was partly shot in Wimbledon during
the 2003 Championships, causing more
than a few delays to matches. 

“My character is down on his uppers
and gets one last chance to prove him-
self. He gets a wild card to the biggest
tourney in tennis, where he meets the
enfant terrible of the sport and proceeds
very quickly to lose himself to her,” says
Bettany, well aware of the formula the
film seems to follow. “There’s a bit
more depth to it than just that, I assure
you, but that’s the gist of it.” Bettany
pauses and gives a look that seems to
say, “Still not convinced?”

“It’s the best romantic-comedy tennis
movie ever done,” he deadpans. “It’s in
a field by itself.” 

To prepare for the role of a highly
trained athlete the actor has been
“playing f--king tennis” and working
out with “personal f--king trainers” for
most of the past year. And it’s obvious
he’s not happy about it. “It makes me
nuts, exercise,” he says. “Twelve hours a
day of trying to hit a little yellow ball
over a net — notice I said ‘trying’ —
and [former pro] Pat Cash coaching
me every evening….” Bettany rubs his
forehead as if overcome by a migraine.
“It…was…mindnumbingly dull.”

Bettany completed filming just a cou-
ple of months before we spoke last fall
at a Marina Del Rey hotel, and his tall,
lanky frame still shows signs of his work-
out regimen. Taut and toned, he’s a far
cry from his rather saggy appearance as
the frequently naked Geoffrey Chaucer
in A Knight’s Tale, his Hollywood debut. 

“True, [working on Wimbledon] has
gotten me into probably the best shape
of my life, if you’re into that sort of
thing, you know, lean and healthy,” he
says, pretending to strike a bodybuilder
pose before doubling over in a fit of
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The fact that Paul Bettany hates tennis, can’t stand working out and is pretty much averse to any 
physical activity didn’t stop him from nabbing the starring role in Wimbledon. But the movie’s also a love

story, and that’s a subject Jennifer Connelly’s husband knows something about I BY BARRETT HOOPER

Paul Bettany in his Wimbledon whites



hacking coughs. Getting the requisite
laugh he was seeking, Bettany composes
himself and continues. “My wife almost
didn’t recognize me. It wasn’t what she
bought, so to speak. I mean, she was
rightly convinced that the way I looked
[before Wimbledon], no one would be
interested in me. I find physical exer-
cise ridiculous, but suddenly I was in
the gym. It sucked.” 

(During filming on Master and
Commander, while the rest of the cast got
into character as 18th-century seamen by
climbing the ship’s rigging and moving
about heavy pieces of artillery, Bettany
chose to lounge about the deck and
smoke cigarettes, figuring his character
— the ship’s doctor — was not a sailor.)

Bettany doesn’t take any De Niro-like
Method pride in his newfound
physique (one which he promises will
be gone by the time the movie opens).
“I hate it when actors do that, make a
big deal out of how they suffered to 
prepare for a role,” he says. “Just shut

up. I needed to be in a certain physical
condition to be convincing as a profes-
sional tennis player — one who is slightly
past his prime, mind you — but that’s
what’s required and you get on with the
job. Fortunately, the baby came along
and I was able to skip the gym and go
back to trying to look knackered.”

And Bettany clearly loves being a
father to young Stellan (named after
his best friend and Dogville co-star
Stellan Skarsgård), so much so that the
conversation quickly turns to the “joy”
of dirty nappies and baby poo. “I love it
all, even the smell, which can really be
rather pungent sometimes,” he says.
“And the thing about kids is that they
can almost make you feel like a proper
human being. You can almost feel good
about yourself.”

Bettany and Connelly met while film-
ing A Beautiful Mind. Bettany was cast as
Russell Crowe’s imaginary roommate
while Connelly played Crowe’s
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Love match: Kirsten Dunst and Bettany

“I find physical
exertion ridiculous

but suddenly I
was in the gym. It

sucked”



interview |
very real wife, earning an Academy Award for her performance.
But it was Bettany and Connelly who walked down the aisle
together, tying the knot on New Year’s Day 2003 in Scotland,
“in a kind of Madonna-and-Guy Ritchie fashion,” he’s fond of
saying. “We had this huge house and only a handful of guests,
so we got married, got drunk and then we all got into our
pajamas and played Twister for a week.”

Sometimes it’s difficult to tell when Bettany is being serious
and when he’s just having a bit of fun at your expense. At the
same time, it’s difficult to imagine Bettany as a movie star, not
that he lacks the talent, only the attitude. So it comes as no
surprise that he never wanted to be an actor, even though
both of his parents were actors. Growing up in London,
Bettany wanted to be a pop star. “I’ve said this in other inter-
views, at least I think I have, but I really wanted to be John
Lennon,” he says. “Without the grisly ending, of course.”

A pretty decent guitar player and a poor student, Bettany left
school at 17 and spent two years working as a busker while 
sharing a flat with two tiny lesbians and a thousand cockroaches,
the story goes. While obviously a glamorous lifestyle, Bettany
says with typical cheekiness, he soon found himself enrolled at
the London Drama Centre, where he spent three years. Unlike
many of his classmates, Bettany didn’t have to struggle to find
work after graduation, immediately landing roles in London’s
West End theatre scene and even spending a year in the famed
Royal Shakespeare Company, “building a proper résumé for a
British thespian,” he says with faux haughtiness.

Soon enough, Brian Helgeland, the Oscar-winning screen-
writer of L.A. Confidential, noticed Bettany and fought to cast
him in A Knight’s Tale opposite an equally unknown Heath
Ledger. The film was a hit, with Bettany’s performance as the
troublesome Chaucer earning particular praise from critics
and moviegoers, and it wasn’t long before Ron Howard chose
him for A Beautiful Mind. “It’s all Brian Helgeland’s fault,”
Bettany says. “If you don’t like what you see, blame him.”

As for what he plans to do next, Bettany says he’s mulling a
few possibilities. “I thought I might give this whole professional
tennis player thing a go,” he deadpans. “This acting thing really
isn’t working out all that well for me so perhaps it’s time to
move on and try other things.”

Barrett Hooper is a freelance writer based in Toronto.

soon
TEAM AMERICA: WORLD POLICE > > (October)
Voices: Trey Parker, Matt Stone
Directors: Trey Parker, Matt Stone
Story: Marionettes stand in for actors in this latest bit of the
absurd from South Park creators Parker and Stone. The film 
follows a group of superheroes who travel the world fighting ter-
rorism, and if you saw the animated short Stone and Parker did
for Michael Moore’s Bowling for Columbine, or the episode of
South Park where the kids build a ladder to heaven only to find
Saddam Hussein residing there, you have a pretty good idea of
the tone this comedy will take. Picking a release date of October
15th, just 19 days before the U.S. Presidential election, 
perhaps the dynamic duo of animated scatology are hoping to
have a Moore-like effect on the results come November 2nd.

LADDER 49 > > (October)
Stars: Joaquin Phoenix, John Travolta
Director: Jay Russell (Tuck Everlasting)
Story: Our desire to see Joaquin Phoenix in something a 
little light and fun — perhaps a romantic comedy — is
quashed once again as the king of dark, tense and creepy
plays a young firefighter trapped in a burning building who
recalls his life as his fellow firefighters try to reach him. If
you’re interested in finding out more about this movie, skip
its official site and go to firehouse.com/ladder49, a webpage
for firefighters, EMS and rescue workers, where you’ll find
some inside info on the shoot.

ALEXANDER > > (November)
Stars: Colin Farrell, Rosario Dawson
Director: Oliver Stone (Any Given Sunday)
Story: Having already conquered a handful of competing
Alexander the Great movie projects and one HBO miniseries,
Oliver Stone’s version of the Macedonian conqueror’s life is
almost set to hit theatres. But are audiences already swords
and sandaled out following Troy, the Lord of the Rings trilogy
and King Arthur? Time will tell. Stone’s ode to Al is expected
to concentrate on eight of the most battle-intensive years of
the warrior’s short life (he died at 33), as he and his armies
steamroll over the Persian Empire, Egypt and India. Anthony
Hopkins, Angelina Jolie, Jared Leto and Val Kilmer also got
dusty for this latest historic epic.

BRIDGET JONES: THE EDGE OF REASON > > (November)
Stars: Renée Zellweger, Colin Firth
Director: Beeban Kidron (Antonia and Jane)
Story: Don’t expect this sequel to Bridget Jones’s Diary to
be too literal an adaptation of Helen Fielding’s second novel.
Although — like the book — we do head to Thailand with our
favourite reporter for Sit Up Britain, it looks like the Daniel
Cleaver part (played by Hugh Grant) has been expanded 
considerably from its measly presence on the printed page.
The story picks up just weeks after that final, passionate kiss
between Bridg (Zellweger) and Mark Darcy (Firth). But, what’s
this? A love so transcendental that Darcy left his fiancée and
moved back from New York to be with Bridget isn’t all it’s
cracked up to be? Seems so, as Bridget spends much of 
the sequel having second thoughts about the man in the 
reindeer jumper.

coming� �
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ONLY THE BEST GET TO SERVE YOU.
Shaw service people do everything with dedication and precision, whether we’re installing your new
Shaw High-Speed Internet or television service, or simply making sure that we treat your home
nicely while we’re over. We’ll definitely be there to help if you need any sort of assistance. After all,
if we can find the perfect little spot to drill in, just imagine how good we are at finding your door.
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Jennifer Lopez plays to her strengths with a role that combines her dancing
prowess and seductive allure. But will it be enough to shift the spotlight
from her personal life back to her screen career? I BY EARL DITTMAN



What a difference a year makes,
particularly if you’re Jennifer
Lopez. 

By the end of 2003, the 35-year-old
had endured an almost unanimous
lambasting thanks to that summer’s
box-office bomb Gigli, and she’d had
most of her performance in the then-
upcoming Jersey Girl edited out, shaving
her part to a mere cameo. Her 
cinematic woes, however, were only a 
preview of the nightmare to come.

Lopez’s peripheral careers as a pop
singer (her albums On the 6 and J.Lo
have both gone multi-platinum) and a
businesswoman (the restaurant Madre,
a clothing line and the perfumes Glow
and Still) were doing well, but her 
personal life was in shambles as her
New Year’s Eve wedding to Ben Affleck
was called off. 

“When you are constantly having
your every move reported on, that can
put a strain on any relationship,” the
twice-divorced Lopez muses as she sits
in a New York City hotel.

A reversal of fortune was certainly in
order, and by mid-2004 the Bronx-born
daughter of Puerto Rican parents had
apparently pulled it off. Not only had
J.Lo (a nickname reportedly bestowed
upon her by ex-boyfriend Sean 
“P. Diddy” Combs) married her former
boyfriend, singer/actor Marc Anthony,
but she was working on two new movies
with the potential to pull her out of her
box-office tailspin. There’s the upcom-
ing comedy Monster-in-Law opposite
Jane Fonda in Fonda’s first movie since
1990’s Stanley & Iris, and a remake of
the 1996 Japanese movie Shall We
Dance?, due out next month. The origi-
nal Shall We Dance? made more than
any other Japanese-language film in the
States, pulling in $9.5-million (U.S.).

Of course, considering Lopez and
Affleck garnered more tabloid ink than
Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton
did in their heyday, many are skeptical
about J.Lo’s commitment to her third
walk down the aisle. But even before
the marriage to Anthony, Lopez told
me that she had learned to take public
perceptions of herself in stride. 

“It’s kind of funny how people look at
you and they’re like, ‘Oh, you’ve been
married a couple times, what’s wrong,’”
she says. “Living your life in public is a
weird thing because people feel like
they have the right to kind of judge
what you do. I think if you just turn the

camera on any random person right
now, they would have the same kind of
things going on in their lives. Mine are
on the front page, though.”

“I think when you love somebody, I
mean, really love them, those feelings
can have power over anything,” she
continues earnestly. “You both learn
that it could all be gone tomorrow, but
your love can last forever.”

From their surprise wedding to their
secret honeymoon, Lopez and Anthony
have tried to keep their marriage pri-
vate, hoping to avoid the kind of scrutiny
that broke Bennifer apart. In fact, in an
attempt to ensure their union doesn’t
overshadow the upcoming release of
Shall We Dance? (in the way her engage-
ment to Affleck may have affected
Gigli), the duet “Sway,” that Lopez and
Anthony had recorded for the film, was
scrapped this past summer. While the
song may eventually make it onto either
Lopez’s fourth album or Anthony’s
next English-language release, the 
couple asked that it be re-recorded by
another artist for the soundtrack.

Shall We Dance? stars Richard Gere as
John Clark, a Chicago lawyer with a wife
(Susan Sarandon) and  family who feels
something is missing. Lopez is Paulina,

a dance teacher who John sees each
night  through the window of her studio
while on his commute home from work.

One night, John jumps off his train
and signs up for dance lessons to get
close to Paulina. But as his lessons
progress, he discovers it’s his love of
dance, not Paulina, that’s really effecting
him. Keeping his new obsession from
his family and co-workers, John trains
for Chicago’s biggest dance competition,
but his wife becomes suspicious and
hires a private investigator to find out if
he’s having an affair. 

A self-professed hopeless romantic,
Lopez says Shall We Dance? is not a
glossed-up, unrealistic version of rela-
tionships. “Don’t get me wrong, I love
happy endings and movies where the
guy always gets the girl,” she says. 
“Shall We Dance? is sweet and charming,
but it also has such a powerful, unique
story. It’s shares a great deal with the
original foreign film, but there’s quite a
number of surprises in this version.”

So, will Shall We Dance? give Lopez her
first hit since 2002’s Maid in Manhattan?
Perhaps. After all, Lopez can dance, as
any fan of the ’90s sketch-com series 
In Living Color (where she served as a
bumping and grinding Fly Girl) recalls,
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“I refuse to become a recluse and lock
myself up. I refuse to let anyone have
that kind of control over what I do”

� �

From left: Stanley Tucci, Susan Sarandon
and Richard Gere greet Jennifer Lopez 
in Shall We Dance?
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and Gere’s last kick at dancing on
screen, Chicago, took home the Oscar
for Best Picture.

“I never fully realized what a wonder-
ful actress Jennifer was until I began
working with her,” Gere told me shortly
after he finished filming Shall We Dance?
in Winnipeg last summer. “She’s fearless.
She’s ready to try anything in order to
make a film better. Of course, she’s a
brilliant dancer, but I was really
impressed with her dedication to bring-
ing her character to life. You don’t
always see that kind of work ethic in
Hollywood. And she’s about as far away
from being a diva as you can get.”

As for J.Lo’s personal future,
rumours of impending motherhood
began the day after she and Anthony
tied the knot. Having repeatedly said in
interviews that she wants to be a mother
before the age of 40, a baby is a good
bet, but the couple is remaining tight-
lipped on the subject for the moment
— a strategy Lopez has employed more
and more over the past while.

“I’m still learning to live with the fact
that I’ve lost my right to privacy…. [But]
I refuse to become a recluse and lock
myself up,” she insists. “I refuse to let
anyone have that kind of control over
what I do. I didn’t work hard all those
years to have to hide out. If it ever came
to that, I’d quit in a second. Being just a
normal person is far more important to
me. Anyway, I have other dreams that
have yet to come true — and not all of
them have to do with a career.”

Earl Dittman is a freelance entertainment
writer based in Houston, Texas.

answers

2

3

1

1.Angelina Jolie
2. Jessica Paré

3. Catherine Tramell in Basic Instinct
4. Milla Jovovich

5. The Original Kings of Comedy
6.The Edge of Nightor 

As the World Turns
7. Interview with the Vampire

Which star of Sky Captain
and the World of Tomorrow
is actually taking flying 
lessons in real life?

One of the stars of Wicker
Park is Canadian, is it Diane
Kruger, Matthew Lillard,
Jessica Paré, Josh Hartnett
or Rose Byrne?

Kim Basinger, who stars in
this month’s thriller Cellular,
once turned down a role
made famous by Sharon
Stone. Name that role.

Which star of Resident Evil:
Apocalypse released the
folk-pop album The Divine
Comedy in 1994?

What was the 2000 Spike
Lee documentary in which
Mr. 3000’s Bernie Mac
shared the stand-up comedy
spotlight with Cedric the
Entertainer, D.L. Hughley
and Steve Harvey?

Can you name one of the
two soap operas on which
The Forgotten’s Julianne
Moore appeared early in her
career?

In which movie did
Wimbledon star Kirsten
Dunst get to kiss Brad Pitt? 

TRIVIA
famous

4
5

6

7
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Dance of
DEATH

By all accounts Winnipeg and its
’Peggers were nothing less than 

gracious hosts to Shall We Dance?’s
celebrity cast and homegrown crew
when the film was shot there last year.
Oh, except for that stolen necklace/
dismembered body incident.

On Canada Day 2003 a necklace was
stolen from a prop trailer parked near the
Legislature Building. The jewellery, valued
at approximately $4,000, was worn by
Susan Sarandon’s character in the film.

Cut to the next day when 33-year-old
Sydney Teerhuis walks into a Winnipeg
police station and tells police he may
have something to do with the dead
body lying in the bathtub of his room at
the Royal Albert Arms Hotel. 

When police arrived at the hotel they
found the body of Robin Robert Greene,
and according to sources quoted in 
The Winnipeg Sun, the body was in a
“particularly grisly state,” with the vic-
tim’s head, limbs, genitals and internal
organs having been removed.

While searching the room the cops
came across the stolen necklace.
According to Teerhuis, he doesn’t know
how the necklace got into his room —
all he knows is that he asked Greene to
come back to his room for sex, and
when he awoke from a drunken stupor
the next morning he discovered the
body. Teerhuis is charged with second-
degree murder, but not theft. —IR

� �

Gere and Lopez shoot
Shall We Dance?
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� Téa Leoni replaces Cameron Diaz
in the Fun with Dick and Jane

remake. � Director Michael Moore’s
next doc, Sicko, lances the U.S.

health care system. � Vin Diesel will
play a mobster who defends himself
in court in director Sidney Lumet’s
Find Me Guilty. � Jennifer Aniston

hooks up with Clive Owen in Derailed,
a drama about an ad executive whose

life is turned upside down after he
misses his morning train.

� Tom Hanks will star in a Dean
Reed bio-pic. Reed, nicknamed “Red
Elvis,” was an American singer/actor

who made it big in East Germany
before being killed in 1986.

BULLOCK’S
GRACE PERIOD 
Funny, independent and sexy in that
torn Levis and flannel shirt kinda way,
Sandra Bullock hasn’t been seen on
screen in almost two years. That’s
about to change with the release of the
ensemble drama Crash later this year,
and with two more offerings in 2005
— Miss Congeniality 2 and the older
gal/younger guy love story Prime.
However, the most intriguing project on
her plate is Grace, the Grace Metalious
bio-pic. For those born after 1956,
Metalious is the author of the ground-
breaking novel Peyton Place, the lurid
tale of sex and secrets in small-town
America. Her success made her a
celebrity, but it also broke up her 
marriage and led to alcoholism. The
script is being penned by Naomi Foner
Gyllenhaal, also known as Jake’s mom. 

DAMON IN
GANGLAND 
He may be saddled with boyish good
looks and thought of as Ben Affleck’s
cute-as-a-button younger brother, but
that hasn’t stopped Matt Damon from
evolving into a compelling actor who’s
getting better with age — and FYI, he’s
two years older than Affleck. Damon’s
follow-up to The Bourne Supremacy is
another espionage flick, Syriana. This
one’s about the CIA’s Cold War mis-
management of the Middle East, and
co-stars Damon’s Ocean’s Eleven pal
George Clooney. But Damon’s cinematic
stamp of approval comes later this year
when he starts work with Leonardo
DiCaprio in director Martin Scorsese’s
thriller The Departed. Damon will play a
Boston gangster who joins the police
academy and works his way up the
police hierarchy, while DiCaprio plays
an undercover cop who infiltrates the
mob. When both discover there’s a
mole in their respective organizations,
it’s a race to see who is uncovered first.
Syriana and The Departed are both due
out in 2005.

B R I E F L Y

REESE’S DOG DAYS
Reese Witherspoon has agreed to co-produce,
and star in, The Dog Walker, based on the
novel by former book editor Leslie Schnur.
Witherspoon will play a book editor who
loses her job and takes up dog walking, an
occupation that gives her access to the
homes of upscale New Yorkers. She 
discovers that their seemingly perfect lives
aren’t so perfect, and finds inspiration for
her next career move. No word on co-stars
or who will direct.

DAMON GETS MOBBED, BULLOCK SAYS GRACE AND
WITHERSPOON GOES TO THE DOGS | BY INGRID RANDOJA

on | the | slate |
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Every dedicated follower of fashion knows
September means Back to School. Whether
you're a 15-year-old high school student or a

35-year-old working on your fourth degree, the
urge to buy lined paper and pencil crayons is 
surpassed only by the desire to chuck your entire
wardrobe and start from scratch.

All of a sudden the light summer clothes we craved
in June seem flimsy. Bright colours look garish and
wrong. Right now nothing feels more appealing than
this season's heavyweight fabrics in fitted shapes.

And while the fall runways showed ladylike suits
replete with corsages and platform shoes, a head-to-
toe version might be a little much for the classroom
— as if you wandered in off the set of a 1940s film
noir. Just remember: This fall the mix is in. The
more seemingly opposed your fashion choices,
the more right they'll look in the end.

For instance, pair that suit jacket with your
favourite jeans and a punky T-shirt or girly
camisole. There! Humour and glamour
in one cool package.

The fastest way to make the move
away from summer is through accessories.
As Stacy London, style doyenne of TV's 
What Not to Wear, told me: "Every time you approach
a new season and you want to try to get something
new — buy a shoe. Because regardless of your
wardrobe, if you have a new shoe, you put your 
outfit into the next season."

Good advice, and this season features an array of
infinitely covetable shoes. Imagine walking through
the cafeteria in a pair of killer stilettos with deeply
cuffed jeans to show them off, or try a kitten heel
with a pair of vintage-style cords. Chuck Taylors get
a new lease on life with a jean skirt (for the girls,
duh) or a dark rinse blue jean for the guys. Just
keep it light and have fun. Super-coordinated
matchy matchy just looks, well, wrong. 

With rugged detail for texture and
interest, the classic Jean,, $30, and
Jean Skirt, $17, are given a stylish
fall makeover. Available at Wal-Mart.

Style
What’s the one good thing about
returning to class? Shopping for
your back-to-school wardrobe, 
of course! I BY LIZA HERZ

School
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Be the coolest person in homeroom with
palmOne's new Zire 72 handheld,
$449, that lets you listen to MP3s, take
photos, go online with Bluetooth wireless
technology and even manage your time
like those old-school regular PDAs did.
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A Mock Croc Stiletto, $50, is the shoe of
the season. We recommend training a miner's
headlamp on them at night to show them off
to best advantage. Sexy and versatile, classic
and modern. Available at Transit.

This Suede Shoe, $60, has an elegant
profile and stylish buckle hardware —
all with a low enough heel to run up and
down those school stairs with ease.
Available at Winners.

Large enough to contain everything from your
handheld to old-fashioned paper and pencil, the
Roots Campus Hobo Bag, $118, plays soft
suede against crisp leather piping for a look
that's both boho casual and urban luxe.

This Gap shrunken Tweed
Jacket, $98, has a nipped
waist to lend a girly shape to a
normally masculine fabric. Pair
it with Cords, $69.50, and a
Velvet Satchel, $44.50.

BOYS and GIRLS: "Say your
peace" with Converse limited
edition John Lennon
All Star Peace Chucks,
$80, which are classic
Chuck Taylors emblazoned
with lyrics from John
Lennon's "Imagine" on the
toe cap and Lennon's 
self-portrait on the side. 

Richly textured, the Mini Coco Bag,
$99, from Club Monaco is gutsy
enough to wear with jeans, yet tailored
enough to pair with a suit.
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There were no tears flowing
in 1990 when Tears For

Fears’ Curt Smith and Roland
Orzabal parted ways after a
charity performance in
Knebworth, England. 

The duo, whose lush, 
emotionally pained songs such
as “Pale Shelter,” “Shout” and
“Everybody Wants to Rule the
World” served as synth-pop
anthems for the 1980s, were
sick of each other and the
band. So Smith packed up and
moved to New York, while
Orzabal remained in England
and kept the band going for
another seven years until finally
calling it quits.

Well, many years have
passed, and the two childhood
pals have made up, reunited
and produced a — dare we say — classic Tears For Fears album,
Everybody Loves a Happy Ending (in stores September 14th),
that should not only please their diehard fans but earn them a
new set of accolades. 

“We met, chatted about this, that, and what the hell, why haven’t
we talked to each other in nine years,” says Curt Smith on the line
from L.A., where he now lives with his wife and two daughters. 

Smith, whose voice you hear on early TFF tunes such as “Pale
Shelter” and “Mad World” (and whose voice was heard less and
less as Orzabal took over lead singing duties) says the past is

liner | notes |

OUT THIS MONTH
TEGAN AND SARA
So Jealous >> September 14
The twin sisters from Calgary go for more pop and less
punk on this, their fourth, album.

GREEN DAY
American Idiot >> September 21
Green Day actually had an album completed a year and a
half ago, but the master tapes were stolen and the punk-
infused rockers were forced to return to the studio. They’re
glad they did, saying this new album is Green Day’s best.

TEARS FOR FEARS WANT TO RULE THE WORLD…
AGAIN, AND MINNIE DRIVER MAKES MUSIC | BY INGRID RANDOJA

Minnie Driver is no musical wannabe. The British actor was a
teenage singer/songwriter who’d landed a record deal by the time
she was in her early 20s. But when her acting career took off,
Driver put her musical aspirations on hold. Now, she returns to her
first love with the release of her debut CD, Everything I’ve Got in
My Pocket (available October 4th). And it’s a keeper. Her melodic,

husky voice is best served
by the album’s slower, 
alt-country tunes such as
“Fast As you Can” and
“Deeper Water.” And her
sorrowful, slow-crawl 
rendition of Bruce
Springsteen’s “Hungry
Heart” sounds like it
could have been recorded
at 2 a.m. at a bar that’s
seen better days. 

past, and what counts now is the
new music they make together.
Their first single, “Closest Thing
to Heaven,” is amazingly remi-
niscent of their earlier work and
yet feels less controlled.

“We’ve never recorded a song
with so few instruments,” says
Smith. “There’s a guitar, bass,
piano, organ, harp and two drum
kits, but the overall feeling of 
bigness comes from the fact none
of it is in tune. The harp isn’t in
tune with the organ, which isn’t
in tune with the guitar, and the
drum kits are playing out of time
with each other. There was no
way we would have allowed 
ourselves to put out of time
drums and out of tune keyboards
on anything we did before. We
were far too meticulous, but we’ve

now allowed ourselves more freedom.”
Since both he and Orzabal have evolved musically, you wonder

if they still adhere to the theories of psychologist Arthur Janov,
the originator of primal therapy which deals with unlocking
repressed childhood pain. It was from Janov’s writing that the
pair lifted the term “tears for fears.” 

“Roland actually went through primal therapy, I didn’t,” says
Smith. “When we were first successful with The Hurting, that
was what people wanted to talk about, and at the age of 18 you
tend to be incredibly introspective.

“But you get more outward looking as you get older, and while
there are many aspects of Janov’s work that are incredibly true,
there are some of his theories I don’t agree with. One of them says
that when a child is born it’s a blank slate. But when my daughter
was born she looked exactly like me and now has behavioural traits
that are so me it’s ridiculous,” he says laughing. 

“In the end it’s all fascinating, isn’t it? Life’s incredible.”

FEARS 
REALIZED

DRIVER’S TEST

From left: Roland Orzabal and Curt Smith
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SILENT HILL 4: THE ROOM PC, PS2, XBOX
In this latest all-new addition to Konami’s horror-survival
series, twentysomething Henry Townshend wakes up one
morning to find himself chained inside his own apartment
with a message telling him — or is it warning him? — not
to leave.

If that’s not upsetting enough, we discover that he’s been
there for almost a week, with no connection to the outside
world other than the occasional radio broadcast, a few 
mysterious phone calls and otherworldly sounds emanating
from his neighbour’s place.

Finally, on the fifth day, a hole appears in Henry’s bath-
room wall — a portal to the alternate reality of “Silent Hill.”
With no other way out, he enters…and the game begins. 

Only by following this series of mysterious portals leading
to disturbing alternate worlds — worlds populated with
creatures too rancorous and grotesque to describe in a 
family magazine — will Henry begin to uncover clues about
his mystical imprisonment. 

Judging from its previews, Silent Hill 4 is shaping up to
be more action-focused than previous versions. New features include more weapons and enemies, real-time action and shifts between
the first- and third-person perspective. If you have no pre-existing nervous disorders, this sounds like one to play in the dark, with the
surround sound turned on. Then just wait for it to seep into your nightmares…

The action is revved up in the creepy series’ latest addition I BY SCOTT GARDNER

STAR WARS BATTLEFRONT PC, PS2, XBOX
In this  multiplayer online
shooter, you can —
depending on your level
of affection for various
George Lucas creations
— either take down snow-
walking AT-ATs on icy
Hoth or pop off those
furry little Ewok buggers. 

Star Wars Battlefront
takes place a long time ago in a galaxy far, far away and features
armies from the series (stormtroopers, rebel pilots, AT-AT 
commanders, Republic guards) and a wide variety of vehicles from
the films. Even better, if you’re no fan of the Jedi, you can fight
against those upstart rebels on behalf of the Empire.

From rebel spies to clone troopers with jetpacks, players take
part in all of the major battles from both the original three movies
and the prequel trilogy, meaning gamers also get a sneak peek at
the upcoming Episode III. And the various battles, taking place
across 10 planets, are tied together in the game’s “Galactic
Conquest” mode which, ultimately, could allow you to conquer the
entire galaxy.

DEF JAM: FIGHT FOR NY 
GBA, GC, PS2, XBOX 
This fighting game challenges
players to step into the shoes of a
ruthless street fighter battling for
control of New York’s hip-hop
underground. 

As the matches progress, characters create their own hybrid
fighting styles including street fighting, kickboxing, wrestling, 
submissions expert and traditional martial arts. And it’s not just
fists and feet — you can use any potential weapon within reach,
from beer bottles to roof pillars. Even nastier, if you stumble into
the spectators they’re liable to dish out a few shots of their own.

As well as creative ways to inflict pain, the game features more
than 40 hip-hop personalities, including Busta Rhymes, Lil’ Kim,
Ludacris, Method Man, Redman, Sean Paul, Slick Rick and
Snoop Dogg.

FABLE XBOX 
In this ambitious role-playing game where every action by the players
determines their characters’ skills, appearance and morals through-
out a lifetime, gamers get to ask themselves: “Who will I be?”

You can choose the
paths of righteousness or
dedicate your characters’
lives to evil, and, just like
the wounds I carry from a
youthful indiscretion with
a frisbee and a disturbed
Pomeranian, your avatars
will reflect your actions
and decisions — age
leaves you wizened, battle
leaves you scarred, gluttony
affects obesity. With each
being you assist, bed or
slay, your world is changed
forever.

MORE HORROR IN SILENT HILL



The cast of golfers is crazier. The golf physics are sweeter. And the chance to out-birdie 
other players online is finally here. Play real-time tourneys online with up to 30 players, or go
head-to-head, chatting it up during each round. Hot Shots Golfr FORE! Golf for the People.

www.us.playstation.com
Online play requires Internet connection, Network Adaptor (for PlayStation 2) and Memory Card (8MB) (for
PlayStation 2) (each sold separately). Hot Shots Golf is a registered trademark of Sony Computer
Entertainment America Inc. ©2004 Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. “PlayStation” and the “PS” Family logo
are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. “Live In Your World. Play In Ours.” and the
Online icon are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment America Inc.  

Whether it’s a singles cruise to
the Bahamas or a dogleg left to
the green, stay focused on the
task at hand until you reach your
destination.

You gotta throw some weight into
your drive. For me, that extra
oomph comes from the central
breadbasket region. If you got it,
flaunt it.

3HOT
SHOTS
TIPS

MelSuave01onimproving your drive
Want some help adding distance to your drive? Let’s start
with the basics, shall we? You gotta dress slick to play slick.
I recommend plaid with stripes. Hot. And speaking of stripes,
the more the merrier. If your outfit isn’t screaming “Fore!”
you shouldn’t be on the tee box.
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releases
GO HOME WITH THE LADYKILLERS, JERSEY GIRL, THE PUNISHER OR BAADASSSSS!

S E P T E M B E R  7

THE PUNISHER
Stars: Thomas Jane,
John Travolta
Director: Jonathan
Hensleigh (debut)
Story: After his wife
and son are killed,
FBI agent and former
marine Frank Castle

(Jane) takes it upon himself to rid
America of crime by acting as judge, jury
and executioner. Adapted from a top-
selling Marvel comic book series. 
DVD Extras: four featurettes, deleted
scenes, trailers

SOUL PLANE
Stars: Snoop Dogg,
Tom Arnold
Director: Jessy Terrero
(debut)
Story: A raunchy hip-hop
take on Airplane! where
the planes of “NWA
Airlines” feature on-

board casinos, dance clubs and scantily
clad flight attendants. The one and only
Snoop Dogg plays “Captain Mack,” a 
suspiciously laid-back character who’s
afraid of heights and not entirely sure how
to find the cockpit. DVD Extras: available
in both R-rated and unrated “Mile High”
versions with a variety of deleted scenes,
outtakes, commentaries and more

S E P T E M B E R  1 4

BAADASSSSS!  
Stars: Mario Van Peebles, David Alan Grier
Director: Mario Van Peebles 
(New Jack City) 
Story: In the early 1970s, Melvin Van
Peebles kick-started the blaxploitation
film movement with a small, self-
financed film — the controversial Sweet
Sweetback’s Baad Asssss Song. Thirty

years later, Melvin’s
son Mario directs
this funny, profane
and inspirational
movie about his
pop’s struggles and
triumphs.
DVD Extras: deleted
scenes, commentary

from both generations of Van Peebles,
two featurettes, trailers 

JERSEY GIRL
Stars: Ben Affleck, 
Liv Tyler
Director: Kevin
Smith (Dogma)
Story: After Ollie’s
(Affleck) wife dies
in childbirth, he
gives up his fast-

paced Manhattan lifestyle to hang with
his daughter. Director Smith breaks from
his slacker-underdog style for this feel-
good family tale, but still slips in his
trademark pert one-liners and pop culture
commentary.

THE
LADYKILLERS
Stars: Tom Hanks,
Marlon Wayans
Director: Joel Coen
(Intolerable
Cruelty)
Story: This caper
comedy features
an inspired (read
“nutso”) perform-

ance by Hanks as a would-be professor
who talks his way into Mrs. Munson’s
basement, where he and his supposed
“band” will practice their “Renaissance
music.” Of course, they are actually
crooks digging a tunnel into a casino
vault. All goes well until curious 
Mrs. Munson smells something
funny…and now refer back to the title.

MAN ON FIRE
Stars: Denzel
Washington,
Christopher Walken
Director: Tony Scott
(Days of Thunder)
Story: A troubled
mercenary exacts
ultra-violent (and
highly stylized)

revenge upon those who harmed the
family he was hired to protect. 

SCOOBY-DOO 2:
MONSTERS
UNLEASHED 
Stars: Sarah 
Michelle Gellar,
Freddie Prinze Jr. 
Director: Raja Gosnell
(Scooby-Doo)
Story: What little

“story” there is involves an Evil Masked
Figure unleashing CGI monsters on the
Scooby Gang. DVD Extras: additional
scenes, music videos, three featurettes

WALKING
TALL
Stars: The Rock,
Johnny Knoxville
Director: Kevin
Bray (All About
the Benjamins)
Story: Returning
soldier Chris
Vaughn (The
Rock) cleans up
his crime-ridden

hometown with just his sheriff’s badge, a
bad-ass attitude and a really big stick.
Believe it or not, the story is inspired by
real-life Tennessee sheriff Buford Pusser.
(Hmmmm…wonder why they changed
his name for the movie.) DVD Extras:
commentary by The Rock, bloopers,
deleted scenes, an alternate ending, a
stunt featurette

video | and | dvd |
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MEAN GIRLS
Stars: Lindsay Lohan,
Rachel McAdams
Director: Mark Waters
(Freaky Friday)
Story: In this survival-
of-the-fittest teen 
comedy, high school is
a dangerous jungle

seething with teenagers who prey on
each other like wild animals. Written by
SNL head scribe Tina Fey, the film takes
on adolescent vanity and politically correct
issues of class and homosexuality. DVD
Extras: commentary with Waters and Fey,
featurettes, eight deleted scenes 

S E P T E M B E R  2 8

THE ALAMO
Stars: Billy Bob
Thornton, 
Dennis Quaid
Director: John Lee
Hancock (The
Rookie)
Story: In 1836,
200 Texans
defending a small
fort were massa-

cred by an overpowering Mexican army,
inspiring the battlefield rallying cry
“Remember the Alamo!” Too bad for
Disney that a box-office massacre doesn’t
have the same effect. DVD Extras: three
featurettes, deleted scenes

ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE
SPOTLESS MIND

Stars: Jim Carrey, Kate Winslet
Director: Michel Gondry (debut)
Story: Joel (Carrey) is stunned to discover
that his ex (Winslet) has had the memories
of their relationship surgically erased, so
he decides to do the same. But as Joel’s
memories start to disappear he realizes
he’s not ready to give them up. This
twisty, trippy, yet heartfelt, take on love
was written by inventive screenwriter
Charlie Kaufman, who penned Adaptation
and Being John Malkovich. DVD Extras:
commentary with Gondry and Kaufman,
two featurettes, a “Lacuna Commercial”

SUPER SIZE ME
Stars: Morgan Spurlock, Dr. Daryl Isaacs
Director: Morgan Spurlock (debut)
Story: A tongue-in-cheek documentary
about the legal, financial and physical
costs of fast food. Filmmaker Morgan
Spurlock puts his own body on the line
by documenting a one-month binge during
which he survived only on items from
McDonald’s menu. DVD Extras: commen-
tary with Spurlock, additional footage,
trailer.

NEWtoDVD

GO TO WWW.BLOCKBUSTER.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION

TVonDVD
For some reason (solar flares? global warming? their BMW
service schedules?) the Hollywood DVD brain trust has decided
to premiere a whack of first-season TV collections this month.

In the front ranks are the first seasons of Magnum P.I.,
starring the magnificently mustachioed Tom Selleck;
Columbo with the less classically handsome, but equally 
lovable Peter Falk, and the recent FBI hit Without a Trace,

all on September 7th. Next to arrive are first seasons of the musically oriented 
nostalgia-fest American Dreams; 1995’s Mad TV; and the sweet, sly teen dramedy
Popular, all on September 21st.

From deeper in the vaults, beware the first seasons of Diff’rent Strokes and Mork and
Mindy, the latter starring a very young (but still startlingly hirsute) Robin Williams, on
September 7th.

And although it actually arrived August 31st, we gotta note the arrival of the original
Star Trek’s first season, if only so you know why there were so many Klingons in the
video store last night.

�

STAR WARS
TRILOGY

It was already among the best-selling
titles of 2004 more than four months
before its release (thanks to advance

sales), and now the Star Wars saga finally
comes to DVD for the first time ever on
September 21st. 

Available in both widescreen and full-
frame formats, Episode IV: A New Hope,
Episode V: The Empire Strikes Back and
Episode VI: Return of the Jedi, have been
newly restored and remastered by
renowned Lowry Digital Images and 
are presented with Dolby Digital 5.1
Surround EX. Each film also includes new
commentary by George Lucas and cast
and crew members, including director
Irvin Kershner, actress Carrie Fisher,
sound designer Ben Burtt and Industrial
Light & Magic’s Dennis Muren.

A fourth disc in the collection includes
an additional four hours of material
anchored by Empire of Dreams: The Story
of the Star Wars Trilogy. This two-and-a-
half hour documentary traces the evolution
of Star Wars from a low-budget, labour-of-
love space saga to a movie phenomenon
that defied the odds and reinvented 
the rules.

Additionally, the fourth bonus disc
offers the featurettes “Episode III Behind
the Scenes Preview: The Return of Darth
Vader,” “The Birth of the Lightsaber,”
“The Characters of Star Wars,” “The
Force is with Them: The Legacy of Star
Wars,” plus a Star Wars Battlefront game
trailer and playable demo, original trailers
and TV spots, a never-before-seen produc-
tion gallery and more. 
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1st: Lily Tomlin
2nd: Keanu Reeves
3rd: Charlie Sheen
4th: Beyoncé Knowles
5th: Raquel Welch
6th: Rosie Perez
7th: Shannon Elizabeth
8th: David Arquette
9th: Adam Sandler
10th: Ryan Phillippe

11th: Harry Connick Jr.
12th: Paul Walker
13th: Jean Smart
14th: Sam Neill
15th: Tommy Lee Jones
16th: Marc Anthony
17th: Anne Bancroft
18th: James Gandolfini
19th: Jeremy Irons
20th: Sophia Loren

21st: Nicole Richie
22nd: Scott Baio
23rd: Jason Alexander
24th: Nia Vardalos
25th: Christopher Reeve
26th: Olivia Newton-John
27th: Avril Lavigne
28th: Gwyneth Paltrow
29th: Tom Sizemore
30th: Eric Stoltz 

Virgo
August 23 >> September 22
There’s no shortage of creative ideas for
you. Whether decorating or problem-solving,
you’re full of innovative — and mostly
successful — solutions. A one-time rival
becomes a staunch supporter. Friends,
especially close ones, turn sentimental.

Libra
September 23 >> October 22
As the month unfolds you assume new
responsibilities. If they’re family-related,
watch out for a confrontation around the
20th. If connected to work, look forward
to some form of bonus. Health and fit-
ness are priorities. You may decide to
start a workout program.

Scorpio
October 23 >> November 21
You could enjoy a burst of energy around
the middle of September. It’s an ideal
time to tackle a project you’ve been
avoiding. You discover a talent for helping
others achieve their potential. Deal with
anxieties head-on rather than burying
your head in the sand.

Sagittarius
November 22 >> December 22
You continue to enjoy the company of
someone you met recently. As September
progresses, your gentle side takes over
from your tough side. You start a process
of reconciliation with someone from your
past. If you’re going to splurge, do so on
an item you cherish.

Capricorn
December 23 >> January 20
The month emphasizes your intellectual
side over your emotional one. It’s a good
time to do research or sign up for an 
academic program. A special friend is
more mellow, thanks to your influence.
An older family member helps you regain
some recently lost confidence.

Aquarius
January 21 >> February 19 
Expect to receive responses to letters and
emails that you sent this summer. It’s a
good time to apply for a position, even if
you don’t have related experience. Your
flamboyant side emerges near month’s
end and is most evident in your wardrobe.

Pisces
February 20 >> March 20 
Events can play out in various ways,
according to how you act on them. First,
a friend becomes much more involved in
your life. Next, you find yourself more
willing to take risks. Your instincts are
generally good, but be careful around the
full moon of the 28th. 

Aries
March 21 >> April 20 
It’s a month of second chances. If, for
example, you missed out on recent travel
or once-in-a-lifetime bargains, you may
get another opportunity. You’re also able
to correct past misunderstandings, catch
up with friends and arrange your priorities
in a realistic order.

Taurus
April 21 >> May 22
After a brief slump, you’re feeling much
more comfortable in your home or work
environment. Pressures continue through
the first part of September, but you cope
with them brilliantly. A financial news-
brightener could help end the month on a
positive note.

Gemini
May 23 >> June 21 
Being picky is an excellent trait this
month. Make sure you’re getting the 
quality you deserve. Look forward to
enjoying several “firsts,” such as a first
visit to a destination or a first taste of a
particular food. Relationships improve
with people in high places.

Cancer
June 22 >> July 22
Around the 16th, you stop sticking to the
script and start to improvise a bit. Keep
up with news involving your work and
interests. The information you absorb 
now can prove extremely handy over the 
coming months. 

Leo
July 23 >> August 22 
This month you’re on a quest to better
yourself. Since a Leo on a mission is a
force to deal with, you may see tangible
results as early as the 22nd. Try to ignore
rumours involving a friend, and expect a
couple of annoying cancellations around
the 15th.

SEPTEMBERBIRTHDAYS
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“Acting is the least mysterious of all crafts. Whenever we want
something from somebody or when we want to hide something
or pretend, we’re acting. Most people do it all day long.” 
—Marlon Brando [from The New York Times, July 2, 2004]

“When Brando came along he changed the face of American 
acting. People didn’t even think he was an actor the first time 
he was on stage. It was a revolution in acting, and it permeated
everywhere.” —Jerry Orbach [Caught in the Act ]

“With tears in my eyes, it occurs to me that in the very act of
dying Marlon has become immortal. But perhaps he already was
immortal back then in Paris, on the Pont de Passy — that’s 
certainly what the whole crew of Last Tango in Paris thought,
hypnotized as they were by his very presence. None of us had
ever encountered such a living legend, and for lovers of cinema
he was perhaps the only true legend who’d ever lived.” 
—Bernardo Bertolucci [BBC News, July 5, 2004]

“If there is a better performance by a man in the history of film,
I don’t know what it is.” —Elia Kazan talking about On the
Waterfront [from The New York Times, July 2, 2004]

“Marlon Brando has that ability shared by most great actors: he
can convey the multiple and paradoxical meanings in a character.
Brando makes contact with previously untapped areas in American
social and psychological experience.” 
—Pauline Kael [The Movie Star]

“There’s no one before or since like Marlon Brando. The gift was
enormous and flawless, like Picasso. I was in high school when I
saw The Wild One. He changed my life forever…. You didn’t rush
him. He had a tremendous gift just in his stillness. He was a
paradigm of how to deal moment to moment in that artificial 
situation before a camera.” —Jack Nicholson [The New York
Times, July 2, 2004]

“He influenced more young actors of my generation than any
actor. Anyone who denies this never understood what it was all
about.” —James Caan [in a statement released by his publicist,
July 2, 2004]

“He lives the life of the actor 24 hours a day. His style is the
perfect marriage of intuition and intelligence. If he must learn to
ride a horse for a movie, he will watch that horse like no one else
has watched a horse and when he does the scene he will be both
horse and rider.” —Stella Adler [Movie Talk: Who Said What About
Whom in the Movies]

“You know, you see actors in movies when you’re young and it
doesn’t really mean anything. But in [On the Waterfront], the
acting of Brando — it was just something that I had never seen
before. It was more realistic, yet it had all of these odd
moments.” —Barry Levinson [The New York Times, April 26,
2002]

“When I lie on the beach [in the South Pacific] naked, which I
do sometimes, and I feel the wind coming over me and I see the
stars up above and I am looking into the very deep, indescribable
night, it is something that escapes my vocabulary to describe.
Then I think: ‘God, I have no importance. Whatever I do or don’t
do, or what anybody does, is not more important than the grains
of sand that I am lying on, or the coconut that I am using for my
pillow.’” —Marlon Brando [Larry King Live, October 7, 1994]
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REMEMBERING
MARLON BRANDO

Marlon Brando THE ESSENTIAL FILMS
A Streetcar
Named Desire (1951):
Brando’s turn as surly, sexy
Stanley Kowalski changes
the course of film acting in
125 minutes.

The Wild One (1953):
Clad in a black leather 

jacket, and astride his Triumph motorcycle, Brando plays an
emotionally vulnerable biker who defines ’50s teen angst.

On the Waterfront (1954): Regarded by many as
Brando’s best performance, his portrayal of a washed up
pugilist shadowboxing with his ethics is awe-inspiring.

The Godfather (1972): Brando dumbfounds detractors
who said he was washed up with his virtuoso portrayal of
aging mobster Don Corleone.

Apocalypse Now (1979): In what’s basically an extended
cameo, Brando sears the screen playing the mad Colonel Kurtz. 
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Look closely at the DNA of Canon’s remarkable PIXMA photo and All-In-One
printers and you’ll find:

Incredible Flexibility – with automatic, 2 Sided Printing, front and top
paper loading and continuous paper feeding PIXMA is always up for the job. 
With PIXMA, it’s easy to print double-sided photos in colour.
One-of-a-kind Reliability – as a leader in supplying document and
image processing solutions to the business world, Canon has the knowledge
and expertise you can count on.
Superior Image Quality – the optical know how from Canon’s superior 
digital camera technology guarantees beautiful images every time.

PIXMA, as beautiful as it is powerful.

The shape of 
things to come.

P H O T O A L L - I N - O N E  P R I N T E R SP H O T O P R I N T E R S

Canon introduces breakthrough 
technology for breathtaking results.

2 Sided Printing is built inside many of the new PIXMA models to make 
printing on both sides of the page easy. Simply load the paper and the printer
automatically pulls the paper in to print on the other side of the page.

Canon’s patented FINE technology offers a higher density of printer nozzles
so that it takes fewer passes over the paper to give you even better colour.
The result is amazing quality prints faster than ever.
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